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1 HIGH PERFORMANCE FPGA CLUSTER AND
COMBINE IT WITH HPC SYSTEM

A heterogeneous system with Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) is gathering attention in High-Performance Computing
(HPC) area.We have been researching and developing a high-perfor-
mance custom computing with FPGA cluster as an off-loading en-
gine for an existingHPC system.We believe that one of the promis-
ing approaches is a combination of an existing HPC system and
multiple FPGAs to cover wider applications by off-loading some of
them. Although a few examples of large scale heterogeneous sys-
tems with FPGA are emerging, it is still challenging to efficiently
utilize FPGAs combined with an existing HPC system.We have the
following twomain problems to achieve this goal.Howshouldwe
combine FPGA cluster with an existing HPC system? How
should we achieve high-performance custom computing by
off-loading tasks to FPGA clusters? This poster overviews our
motivation and current status of research topics.

1.1 Combine FPGA cluster with a HPC system
We are conducting a feasibility study of combining FPGA cluster
with an existingHPC system such as Fugaku. Our FPGA cluster is a
high-performance custom computing part and used as an off-load
engine from the viewpoint of an existing HPC system. Figure 1
illustrates the architectural overview of our system. We assume
that some kernels run on FPGAs but the others run on the host
servers. An existing HPC system controls, manages and commu-
nicates with the FPGA cluster. FPGA cluster is loosely connected
to an existing HPC system via InfiniBand HCA.

Our goal is to provide the following functionality. First, feature
to enable host servers to access remote FPGAs to use remote FP-
GAs transparently and efficiently. Second, feature to make existing
HPC node can handle arbitrary FPGAs. Third, feature to decouple
a 1:1 ratio of host CPUs and FPGAs. Remote OPAE (rOPAE) is de-
veloped as an extension of Intel’s OPAE library in order to provide
the same functions from a remote node. rOPAE server library on
FPGA-gateway server node works as a software bridge. It is flex-
ible but causes overhead since the bridge is similar to a software
switch. Software bridged data transfer (SBDT) function is devel-
oped to transfer data between two parts [3]. Preliminary evalua-
tion on an older version FPGA shows that SBDT achieved 81.0% of
theoretical bandwidth of PCIe Gen3 x8.

1.2 High performance custom computing with
FPGA cluster

It is also a challenging problem how should we achieve high-per-
formance custom computing with FPGA cluster. There are many
problems to be solved for this goal. We have been researching and

Figure 1: Our system consists of three main part; an exist-
ingHPC system, software bridge for FPGA cluster, and high-
performance custom computing with FPGAs.

developing research topics such as a dedicated inter-FPGA net-
work [2], programming model [1], and compiler for FPGAs [4].
Regarding the inter-FPGA network, we evaluate the is three kinds;
(a) 1D ring network without a router, (b) 1D or 2D torus network
with a router, and (c) Ethernet-based network with switch.

2 CONCLUSION
It is still a challenging how dowe efficiently utilize multiple FPGAs
and combine them with an existing HPC system. We are research-
ing and developing multiple research topics to achieve this goal.
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